Effects of prosodic prominence on obstruent-intrinsic F0 and VOT in German
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Abstract
We consider how lexical stress and phrasal accent influence
the acoustic realization of cues to phonological voicing in German plosives. 22 native speakers of Standard German were
recorded producing a total of 3168 utterances in both strong
(stressed/focused) and weak (unstressed/unfocused) prosodic
contexts, while holding prosodic domain constant. Both Voice
Onset Time (VOT) and obstruent-intrinsic F0 (CF0) were analyzed. We found that differences in the magnitude of CF0 between voiced and voiceless plosives were greatest in the strong
prosodic context, but were not always obliterated in the weak
prosodic context. However, individual differences were also observed, with speakers broadly patterning into four groups with
respect to the interaction of micro- and macroprosody. VOT
differences were also more pronounced in strong prosodic contexts. We consider the implications of our findings for sound
changes involving the reanalysis of obstruent-intrinsic F0.
Index Terms: German, intrinsic F0, microprosody, stress, accent, tone

1. Introduction
When perceiving an F0 contour, listeners track both the gross
movements of the global intonation contour (macroprosody)
while also calculating the effects of segmental perturbations
(microprosody) [1]. Microprosodic effects are of two primary
types: CF0, whereby vowels following voiceless consonants are
usually higher than those following voiced consonants or sonorants [2, 3]; and VF0, whereby high/close vowels tend to have
higher F0 than low/open vowels [4, 5].
While frequently smoothed over in intonation research [6],
both CF0 and VF0 are relevant for the perception of segmental contrasts [7, 8, 9]. There is also considerable evidence that
microprosodic effects—primarily, but not exclusively, CF0—
correlate with tonogenesis and subsequent tonal splits [3, 10].
In the simplest cases, a laryngeal contrast that is signaled primarily through presence vs. absence of voicing (ba ∼ pa) may
come instead to be signaled by a difference in F0 height (pà ∼
pá). This process is well-documented in Southeast Asian languages such as Kammu [11] but has also been found in IndoEuropean languages such as Punjabi [12] and Afrikaans [13].
Despite the ubiquity of this shift, it remains unclear exactly
how it takes place. Presumably, some listener/learner needs to
arrive at a novel parse of the signal, either due to error [14],
mode of perception [15], or ambiguity of the coarticulatory
source [16, 17]. This leads us to ask if there are contexts in
which the salience of microprosodic cues might increase or even
come to dominate the perceptual parse.

1.1. Contextual sources of microprosodic variation
One variable that we might expect to influence the acoustic realization of microprosody is prosodic strength, either at the level
of the word (stress) or phrase (accent). If microprosody is enhanced in strong prosodic contexts, such as a stressed syllable
under focus, this may serve to enhance its perceptual salience.
Alternatively, listeners may come to give microprosodic effects
greater perceptual weight in weak prosodic contexts, such as an
unstressed syllable in an unfocused position, due to the greater
difficulty of associating coarticulatory source and effect [17].
But before we can ask whether, or how, parsing of microprosody
is affected by prosodic strength, we need a better understanding
of how micro- and macroprosody interact acoustically.
Previous work suggests two competing hypotheses for how
prosodic strength might influence the acoustic realization of intrinsic F0. In some (primarily non-tonal) languages, CF0 effects have been found to be most prominent in high-pitch environments [18, 19, 20], suggesting that CF0 will be enhanced in
strong prosodic contexts. The physiological basis for this would
be gestural overlap between the vocal-fold stiffening gesture for
the (voiceless) obstruent and the high F0 target for the following vowel [21]. In other (primarily tonal) languages, the magnitude and temporal extent of CF0 effects have been found to
be most prominent in low-pitch environments, such as when cooccurring with low or rising lexical tones [22, 23] (but cf. [20]).
If CF0 is fundamentally an aerodynamic effect [23, 24], this
would make sense: when intended pitch is low, the vocal folds
will be lax, and aerodynamic factors will be able to exert a more
noticeable influence.
1.2. The present study
Here, we consider how prosodic strength influences the realization of two acoustic cues, CF0 and Voice Onset Time (VOT),
in Standard German, a language which contrasts long-lag and
short-lag voiceless plosives. We selected German for two reasons: the existence of documented CF0 effects [25, 26] and its
use of F0, among other cues, to mark prosodic prominence [27].
Furthermore, although the direction of the global F0 contour has
been shown to affect microprosody in German [25], we are not
aware of any studies that have compared the realization of CF0
in accented and unaccented contexts.
Based on previous work on English [18], and given previous work showing that F0 is higher in lexically stressed and
phrasally accented syllables in German [28, 29], we expect CF0
effects in German to be most visible in stressed syllables under
prosodic focus, and less visible in unstressed syllables that do
not bear phrasal accent.
Because CF0 often takes over from Voice Onset Time
(VOT) as the primary acoustic cue to a laryngeal contrast, we
also consider how VOT distributions differ in these two con-

texts. Longer VOTs for voiceless (aspirated) stops in stressed
syllables have been observed in several languages, including German [28]. This effect is often attributed to a general tendency for hyperarticulation and lengthening of segments
in stressed or accented syllables [30] and/or boundary-related
strengthening of the glottal abduction gesture, although (at least
in English) the effect may also interact with lexical stress (see
[31] for a recent review). For German, there is some evidence
that VOT is affected by prosodic boundary strength [32], but
perhaps not so much by phrasal accent [33]. As for CF0, we
predict enhancement of VOT for voiceless plosives in stressed
and accented syllables when prosodic domain is controlled for.
Note that because stress and accent are not fully crossed,
this design will not allow us to unambiguously attribute any effect to the presence/absence of either stress or accent. However,
as our primary interest is in seeing how CF0 and VOT behave
under different prosodic strengths, we opted for a 1 x 2 design
with the two possible prosodic extremes to provide optimal environments for the effect, if any, to emerge.

2. Methods and materials
2.1. Participants
22 native speakers of German (14 female, 8 male) aged between
19 and 36 participated in the experiment. All speakers were
from Munich and surroundings and spoke a southern variety of
standard German.
2.2. Speech materials
We selected 24 Standard German lexical items containing phonologically voiced and voiceless target syllables at
three places of articulation (Table 1). All items were embedded in both accented and unaccented carrier phrases:
“Anna/Timo wollte X sagen” (“Anno/Timo wanted to say X”) or
“Kerstin/Martin wollte X sagen” (“Kerstin/Martin wanted to
say X”), where X represents the target and the bold-faced word
carries the phrasal accent. We hereafter refer to stressed items
in the accented position as the strong context, and to unstressed
(or secondarily stressed) items in the unaccented position as the
weak context. Each phrase was produced 3 times with each
name, for a total of 144 utterances per speaker.
Table 1: Lexical items used in production experiment. Target segments are shown in italics. Strong targets head
lexically stressed syllables; weak targets head lexically unstressed/secondarily stressed syllables.
Place

p/b

t/d

g/k

Strong
parke(n)
Barke
packen
backen
Quartett
Kadett
Protest
Podest
Kern
gern
Kamm
Garn

"paKk@
"baKk@
"pakn
"bakn"
"
kvaK"tEt
ka"dEt
pKo"tEst
po"dEst
"keKn
"geKn
"kam
"gaKn

Weak
Parkett
Baguette
auspacken
ausbacken
Kater
Kader
Bote
Bode
imkern
zögern
Kamele
Garnele

paK"kEt
ba"gEt
"aUspakn
"aUsbakn"
"ka:t5 "
"ka:d5
"bo:t@
"bo:d@
"imk5n
>
"tsø:g5n
ka"me:l@
gaK"ne:l@

2.3. Recording procedures and data pre-processing
Recordings were made in the sound-attenuated booth at the
LMU Institute of Phonetics and Speech Processing in Munich
using the SpeechRecorder software [34] and a Sennheiser USB
headset at a sampling rate of 44.1 kHz. Prior to the recording,
participants were familiarized with each item, in order to ensure
that sentences would be produced with the desired accent profile. During the recording session, sentences were presented in
randomized order on a computer screen, and speakers read each
sentence aloud once. Participants were asked to repeat a sentence when it was obviously mispronounced and/or when the
researcher noted a deviation from the intended prominence pattern. 3168 utterances were recorded in total (22 speakers x 144
tokens) which were then automatically segmented on two different tiers into words and segments using WebMAUS [35] and
stored as an EMU speech database [36].
2.4. Acoustic analysis
The closure phase of the target obstruent and the following open
phase that included the stop’s VOT (always positive) and the
postconsonantal vowel, as well as the onset of periodic voicing,
were annotated on two further tiers using the EMU-webApp
[36]. In some cases in the accented condition, participants
would insert a pause before the target item; if the annotator
judged a pause to have introduced a prosodic boundary, the item
was not analysed (6%, 189 out of 3168 utterances). This was to
ensure that the context for all targets syllables was comparable
(utterance-medial, rather than some utterance-medial and others post-pausal). F0 estimates were made at 5 ms intervals using the ksvf0 pitch estimator of the wrassp package [37].
Speaker-scaled F0 (z-scores) were then calculated across all
voiced frames of the syllable nucleus, and each target nucleus
was length-normalized to 21 timepoints.

3. Results
All coefficient estimates and standard errors were estimated using linear mixed-effects models with predictors VOICE (voiced,
voiceless), PLACE (labial, alveolar, velar), CONTEXT (strong,
weak) and SEX (male, female) and all 2-, 3- and 4-way interactions. Reported models included subject- and item-specific
intercepts and by-subject random slopes for VOICE and CON TEXT. We report pairwise comparisons of the model-based estimated marginal means [38].
3.1. Global effect of context manipulation
As a check on whether the manipulation had the intended effect
of altering prosodic prominence, we first compared the difference in the duration of the nucleus and F0 at 50% of the nucleus
for each utterance by prosodic context. The model-estimated
difference in marginal means of duration between strong and
weak contexts was 44 ms (SE 13 ms) while the difference in
F0 was 44 Hz (SE 6 Hz).This suggests that our manipulation
had the desired effect on the local F0 context: items in the
strong context were in fact produced as stressed/accentuated,
with longer voicing lags and higher F0.
3.2. Effects on CF0
Fig. 1 shows the speaker-centered F0 excursions by context
and voicing, averaged over speakers, items, and repetitions. To
aid interpretation, we used raw F0 differences between contexts
over the first 25% of the nucleus for modeling, but results us-
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Figure 1: Loess-smoothed F0 excursions by voicing and context, averaged over items, speakers, and repetitions.
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Figure 2: Exemplars of F0 patterns in our data sample. Clockwise from top left: (I) comparable difference across voicing and
context; (II) overall effect of context but larger CF0 effect in
strong context; (III) overall difference in context, but little CF0
effect in either context; (IV) comparable CF0 effect across contexts, but little overall difference in context.
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Fig. 3 illustrates the effects of our stress/accent manipulation
on VOT. Within PLACE and CONTEXT, the expected differences
between voiced and voiceless plosives are observed. On average, VOT for voiceless plosives was 54 ms longer than VOT
for voiced plosives when stressed/accented (SE = 2.43, df =
28.1, t = 22.14, p < 0.0001) and 29 ms longer when unstressed/unaccented (SE = 2.42, df = 27.8, t = 12.13, p <
0.0001). Averaging over PLACE and SEX, VOT was longer
when accented for voiceless plosives (β = 24.67, SE = 2, df =
18.4, t = 12.25) but not appreciably for voiced plosives (β =
−0.03, SE = 2, df = 18.4, t = 0.01, p = 0.99). Note that
phonologically voiced plosives were always realized with voicing lag between closure release and vowel onset.

0.25

d/t

3.3. Effects on Voice Onset Time
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b/p

ing speaker-scaled F0 are comparable. In the strong context, F0
was on average 20 Hz higher following voiceless plosives than
following voiced plosives (SE = 4.52, df = 16, t = 4.52, p <
0.001). In the weak context, the average difference was just 9
Hz (SE = 4.53, df = 16.2, t = 2.04, p = 0.08). The difference was smallest for alveolars (2 Hz in weak context, 17 Hz
in strong) but comparable for labials and velars (12-13 Hz in
weak, 21-22 Hz in strong).
We also found individual differences in the magnitude of
the CF0 difference across contexts as well as the overall effect
of context. Fig. 2 shows F0 excursions for four individual participants, chosen to illustrate the four types of qualitative patterns in the F0 data. Type I (illustrated by speaker VP10) shows
the most common case: a larger CF0 effect in the strong than in
the weak context (13 speakers). Type II (illustrated by speaker
VP09) shows a CF0 effect of roughly comparable magnitude in
both prosodic contexts, as well as an overall difference between
contexts (5 speakers). Type III (speaker VP21) shows a comparable difference in CF0 within contexts, but little difference
between contexts (3 speakers). Finally, Type IV (speaker VP22)
provides the sole example in our data where there is little CF0
difference in either context, but a large between-context difference (1 speaker).
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Figure 3: VOT distributions by place, voice, and context.

3.4. VOT-CF0 covariance
Fig. 4 shows the relationship of VOT to mean speaker-scaled
CF0 over the first 25% of the nucleus. For ease of visualization, we averaged over repetitions of each item by speaker. In
the strong context, there was a weak negative correlation between VOT and CF0 for both voiced (Pearson’s r = −0.22)
and voiceless (r = −0.24) plosives. No meaningful correlations were observed in the weak contexts for either voiced

(r = 0.03) or voiceless (r = 0.08) plosives.
To assess the extent to which the relative cue weights differed between contexts, we computed Cohen’s d (difference
in means divided by average standard deviation) for VOT and
mean speaker-scaled CF0 over the first 25% of the nucleus by
speaker and context. On average, VOT became over three times
less informative in distinguishing voicing in the weak context
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Figure 4: VOT-CF0 covariance by voicing and context. Each
data point represents the VOT and speaker-scaled CF0 for a
single item and speaker, averaged over repetitions of that item.
Lines indicate linear trends modeled by voicing and context.
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Figure 5: Differences in Cohen’s d for VOT and CF0 (strong
minus weak contexts) by qualitative CF0 pattern (see Fig. 2).

(mean reduction = 2.19, SD = 1.1) than CF0 (mean reduction
= 0.62, SD = 0.66). That is, while both VOT and CF0 become
less informative in distinguishing [±voice] in the weak context,
the reduction is much greater for VOT than for CF0.
Next, we computed the difference in Cohen’s d between
contexts, to try and identify speakers who showed a large difference in VOT, but little or no difference in CF0 between contexts. The results are shown in Fig. 5. Points near the ordinate
zero line are speakers for whom F0 weights in the weak context
were comparable to those in the strong context. While we observe a sizable cluster of speakers around the ordinate zero, they
are not exclusively members of one of our qualitatively assessed
CF0 patterns. This indicates that, although a speaker might produce CF0 of similar magnitude in both contexts, this does not
directly correlate with the magnitude of their VOT reduction
across contexts.

4. Discussion
Our first goal with this work was to see how prosodic strength
influenced the realization of two acoustic cues to voicing in German, VOT and CF0. We hypothesized that both cues would be
enhanced in strong prosodic contexts. Our data are broadly consistent with this hypothesis. For most speakers, CF0 differences
between voiced and voiceless plosives were more pronounced
in the strong contexts (Type I in Fig. 2), although a number
of speakers also showed differences of a similar magnitude in
the weak context (Type II). VOT differences were also more
pronounced in strong contexts, consistent with previous work

showing lengthened VOT for voiceless plosives in prosodically
prominent contexts in English [39, 40].
This study was also motivated by our desire to be able to
inform predictions about how perceptual parsing of CF0 (and
VOT) might interact with prosodic context. Based on our current results, we predict that German listeners will be more likely
to compensate for microprosody when parsing F0 in prosodically strong contexts, because the perturbations are greater in
these contexts, where CF0 is also (weakly) correlated with VOT
(Sec. 3.4). In weak prosodic contexts, on the other hand, perceptual compensation should be less apparent.
While the effectiveness of both VOT and CF0 for distinguishing between [±voice] were reduced in the weak context,
the reduction was far greater for VOT than for CF0. Thus, these
results point to the potential for cue reweighting between the
two prosodic contexts such that the importance of the primary
VOT cue in relation to the secondary CF0 cue for the separation between [±voice] was diminished in the prosodically weak
context. This type of cue reweighting is just the scenario that
has the potential to lead to sound change, as demonstrated by
the recent work of Beddor and colleagues [13, 41].Although we
do not think that German is undergoing such a change, the fact
that there is a greater reduction in the informativeness of VOT
compared to CF0 also suggests that tonogenetic sound changes,
where pitch cues take on a more prominent role, may be more
likely to be initiated in weak prosodic contexts.
Our initial hypothesis—that CF0 would be most visible in
phrasally accented stressed syllables—predicted the Type I CF0
pattern (Fig. 2), which was indeed the most frequent. Accounting for the Type II and Type III patterns is somewhat trickier.
One possibility is that in the weak context, some speakers were
actively enhancing the CF0 difference to compensate for the
effects of the prosodic context, independent of the degree to
which they employed F0 to indicate prominence more generally.
Conversely, the Type IV speaker may simply not have employed
whatever combination of laryngeal maneuvers gives rise to CF0
effects in the first place, or may have timed them differently relative to the closure release, leaving behind a small aerodynamic
effect attenuated by the global F0 program [25]. Finally, we
would not be surprised if differences in overall effect of context
were due to individual differences in the timing/anchoring of
the intonational pitch accent. These possibilities, as well as the
extent to which individual differences in production might predict different degrees of compensation in perception, are topics
for future research.

5. Conclusions
When produced in a strong prosodic context, German voiceless
aspirated plosives had longer VOTs and the following vowels
higher F0. Conversely, VOTs were shorter, and F0 differences
less pronounced, when the prosodic context was weak. However, for some individuals, F0 differences were comparable in
both prosodic contexts. Our results suggest that weak prosodic
contexts may be an environment in which, all else being equal,
listeners may be more likely to reinterpret intrinsic F0 perturbations as primary cues to a segmental contrast.
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